**ACTIVITY 1**

Watch. Complete the information. Choose.

1. Evan thinks Pip is asleep because
   a) he didn’t sleep well the night before.
   b) he’s worn out from the excitement of the day.

2. When Lucy first sees Pip’s drawing, she thinks it’s
   a) his dad.
   b) a toy.

3. Evan tells Lucy that Pip told him his drawing was
   a) his daddy.
   b) Woody

4. Nikesh doesn’t get why Jamie would leave Pip by the side of a dual carriageway because he
   a) doesn’t understand.
   b) hasn’t received the information from the psychologist.

5. Nikesh describes the people who he says want to ‘top themselves’ in two types
   a) those who want to destroy everything and those who are depressed.
   b) those who want to save their family and themselves.

6. Callie thinks Jamie is still alive and has ‘done a runner’ because
   a) he’s having an affair.
   b) he’s escaped from the situation.

**ACTIVITY 2**

Order the conversation. Watch and check.

Right, I can’t tell if he’s witnessed anything truly traumatic. He’s not particularly chatty.

1. From what I can gather, dad left him in the car, didn’t come back. Pip went looking for him.

   Bang on.

   Farther than you’d think. A few miles.

   Yes. A couple. This is Pip’s picture of where he was this morning with his dad.

   Waves. The sound of the sea.

   How far can a four-year-old walk?

   We’ve got a hill, birds, grass, sand. I asked him what it sounded like and he did a sort of roaring sound.

   How far can a four-year-old walk?

   He’s tired, I think he’s walked quite a way.

I think when he got to the big road, he didn’t know what to do.

And has he drawn something?
**ACTIVITY 3**
Match. Watch and check.

1. This is where Pip was found.
2. Let’s say he could walk four miles. We can discard this bit because it’s inland.
3. That leaves us with a three mile stretch of coastline.
4. There are parking spots, here, here and here.
5. In Pip’s picture he can hear the sea, but he can’t see it. These two car parks are a bit away from the water. You can’t see the sea.
6. This one... I’m not so sure.

**GO BACKSTAGE!**
The story so far

Evan Reilly has been talking to Pip to find out exactly what’s happened and where his father is. Pip’s been drawing ________ and one of the _________ he’s drawn looks a bit like Woody from Toy Story. Rob thinks that Woody’s ________ could be a _________ to what’s going to happen later on. Lucy has left the police station ________ with Pip in her car. The detectives still have to work out what has happened to Jamie Phelps.

**ACTIVITY 4**
1. Watch Session 4, Activity 4 and complete
   - happened
   - pictures
   - clue
   - suddenly
   - cowboy hat
   - characters

2. Watch Session 4, Activity 6 from 00.55 and match
   1. I did something very different for much of my career and, in 2008, a) but thankfully it worked out well.
   2. I still didn’t know how it was all going to pan out b) I have been acting.
   3. For the last ten years c) I parted company with my old working life and decided to go to drama school.

Listen to Will Harrison-Wallace, who plays the part of Evan Reiley, talking about when he knew he was going to become an actor.
ACTIVITY 5  What do we know so far? Choose. Complete.

Pip’s picture of where he was this morning with his
a) dad
b) mother.

There’s
a) hill, birds, grass and sand.
b) tree, birds, beach and sea.

Pip said he could hear a
a) crying sound.
b) roaring sound.

Pip’s picture of
a) his dad.
b) somebody unknown.

Pip says the picture is
a) a friend of his dad’s.
b) Woody.

The man is wearing
a) a brown jacket and a cowboy hat.
b) a brown suit and a cowboy hat.

Who do you think Woody is?

ACTIVITY 6  Review the session vocabulary

PLAYING

playing = doing
Do a ________ = escape

_______ on = exactly

_______ = a person who sees a crime

_______ = eliminate

Dual ________ = a large road with two lanes

_______ = making a loud noise like the sea

_______ themselves = commit suicide

_______ = a long area of land
ACTIVITY 4

GO BACKSTAGE!

1. Evan Reilly has been talking to Pip to find out exactly what's happened and where his father is. Pip's been drawing pictures and one of the characters he's drawn looks a bit like Woody from Toy Story.

Rob thinks that Woody's cowboy hat could be a clue to what's going to happen later on.

Lucy has left the police station suddenly with Pip in her car. The detectives still have to work out what has happened to Jamie Phelps.

2. 1.c 2.a 3.b

ACTIVITY 5

Pip's picture of where he was this morning with his dad
- There's a hill, birds, grass and sand.
- Pip said he could hear a roaring sound.
- The man is wearing a blue suit and an open collar.

Pip's picture of b) somebody unknown.
- Pip says the picture is b) Woody.
- The man is wearing a brown jacket and a cowboy hat.

ACTIVITY 6

Playing at = doing
Do a runner = escape
Bang on = exactly
Witness = a person who sees a crime
Discard = eliminate
Dual carriageway = a large road with two lanes
Roaring = making a loud noise like the sea
Top themselves = commit suicide
Stretch = a long area of land

Solutions

ACTIVITY 1

3. Evan tells Lucy that Pip told him his drawing was:
   a) his daddy.
   b) Woody

4. Nikesh doesn't get why Jamie would leave Pip by the side of a dual carriageway because he:
   a) doesn't understand.
   b) hasn't received the information from the psychologist.

5. Nikesh describes the people who he says want to 'top themselves' in two types:
   a) those who want to destroy everything and those who are depressed.
   b) those who want to save their family and themselves.

6. Callie thinks Jamie is still alive and has 'done a runner' because:
   a) he's having an affair.
   b) he's escaped from the situation.

ACTIVITY 2

Right. I can't tell if he's witnessed anything truly traumatic. He's not particularly chatty.

1. He's tired. I think he's walked quite a way.

2. From what I can gather, dad left him in the car. It didn't come back. Pip went looking for him.

3. I think when he got to the big road, he didn't know what to do.

4. Farther than you'd think. A few miles.

5. Yes. A couple. This is Pip's picture of where he was this morning with his dad.

6. We've got a hill, birds, grass, sand. I asked him what it sounded like and he did a sort of roaring sound.

ACTIVITY 3

ACTIVITY 6

ACTIVITY 7

W Q L Z N Z W Z U N
STRETCH D I D M
I T Y M D U A I I N
PLA Y J N O W S A
G G P H B X C S B C F
C A R R I A G E W A Y
N V R A O R I N G R B
A H G J E Q S R X D A
J J O ( R U N N E R ) R X N
C U Z D L T O P N S G
W I T N E S S C V Q A
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